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Overview
The International Joint Commission (IJC) created the International Souris River Study Board (Study
Board) to review the Canada - United States 1989 Operating Agreement (Annex A) for the Souris River.
The Operating Agreement establishes operational rules for releases from dams and reservoirs within the
watershed. Water flow is apportioned between Canada and the United States to ensure fair water
distribution. River flow is managed under two operating conditions: flood years and non-flood years.
The natural conditions of the river and the existing water infrastructure cannot fully mitigate impacts
from all extreme events. The current study is investigating whether or not modifications to the 1989
operational rules may improve conditions for human activities and ecological systems within the basin.
The context of the Souris River Study
The Souris River Basin comprises about 61,000 km2 (24,000 mi2) in area. The 700 km (435 mi) long river
is a source of water supply in Canada and the United States. The watershed has a population of about
157,000 people, with 45% in Canada and 55% in the United States. The largest city is Minot, ND with a
population of about 47,000. Flowing from its headwaters north of Weyburn in southern Saskatchewan,
the river passes through northern North Dakota, and eventually discharges into the Assiniboine River
downstream of Wawanesa in southwestern Manitoba. Water scarcity and drought occur in dry periods.
Excess water and flooding occur in wet periods.
The Souris River watershed ecosystem is predominantly Northern Glaciated Plains and Aspen Parkland
with grasslands, few forested areas and little topographic relief. The climate ranges from semi-arid to
sub-humid. Agriculture is a dominant land-use activity in the basin. Water flows are highly variable due
to the basin’s natural climate characteristics. Historically, the dominant hydrologic event is spring
snowmelt runoff. Throughout the year, the Souris River generally has low flows most of the year (< 5
m3/s (177 ft3/s) in the headwaters and < 10 m3/s (353 ft3/s) in the downstream reaches). The larger
spring snowmelt runoff flows typically begin in March and last until May or June. In the headwaters,
snowmelt runoff flows range from a median of <10 m3/s (353 ft3/s) up to 94 m3/s (3,320 ft3/s) peak flow
near Bechard, SK north of Weyburn. In the downstream reaches near Wawanesa, MB snow runoff flows
range from a median of 50 m3/s (1,766 ft3/s) up to 750 m3/s (26,486 ft3/s) peak flow, based on 105 years
of recorded data from 1912-2017. The 1989 operating rules were established under this typical
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snowmelt runoff hydrologic regime. In 2011, after experiencing very wet antecedent conditions,
extreme rain events occurred in the basin over a prolonged period in June-July. This unique event
caused record-breaking flooding throughout the basin. Downstream flows peaked at 800 m3/s (28,252
ft3/s) near Wawanesa with flows reducing to <50 m3/s (1,766 ft3/s) only by October 2011.
Water infrastructure and reservoir operations in the Souris River cannot fully protect the basin from the
impacts of flooding or water scarcity. Constraints in the basin include: the river channel capacity, the
basin’s landscape and topography (floodplain, wetlands, sloughs, lakes, etc.), and human development
(homes, buildings, communities, farms, industry, community water supply & waste systems,
transportation & energy systems). Water supply and river flow management is also constrained by the
operational and capacity limitations of the existing water infrastructure (dams, reservoirs, channels,
drains, etc.).
Consultation with Public and Resource Agency Advisory Groups –
- the methodology of studying River Flow Management Options
The IJC consulted widely with the public and created a Public Advisory Group (PAG) with representatives
from various interests in Saskatchewan, North Dakota and Manitoba. The PAG was surveyed to
determine the public’s interest in river management, beneficial uses, and to better understand impact
regimes. The Study Board created a Resource Agency Advisory Group (RAAG) with members from
agencies and various sectors representing all jurisdictions in the basin. Separate PAG and RAAG
workshops were held in Minot, ND on March 18-21, 2019. A combined PAG/RAAG workshop was also
held in Estevan, SK on April 29, 2019. The goal of these workshops was to obtain ideas or scenarios for
river flow management. The scenarios for different reservoir releases and changing other factors that
affect river flow are described by the Study Board as operational alternatives for the Souris River.
To evaluate river flow scenarios, the Study Board developed a suite of Performance Indicators (PIs) as
key water resource criteria affecting the watershed and its water users. Grouped in broad categories
the PIs include: Flood Control (factors affecting flood risk), Water Supply (factors affecting water use
and availability for communities and industry), Environmental (factors affecting terrestrial and aquatic
ecosystem health), Agriculture (agricultural characteristics and inter-actions), Erosion (river and
landscape erosion characteristics), Recreation (camping, boating, and recreational use of the Souris
River and its lakes and reservoirs), Cultural (First Nations and Tribal cultural and archeological interests
affected by various operational regimes), Dam Safety (risk of impacts to dams). A change to one or
more of the Performance Indicators (positive or negative) indicates whether the operational alternative
is better or worse for human and ecological systems in the basin. The methodology allows the Study
Board to compare one operational alternative to another and to the 1989 operating agreement.
This document lists the operational alternatives recommended by the PAG and RAAG. The groups
brainstormed a list of alternatives to be investigated, and then voted on those they viewed as more
important than others. The alternatives were ranked in three groups to identify the priorities viewed by
the workshop participants.
ALTERNATIVES SUGGESTED BY THE PUBLIC ADVISORY GROUP (MINOT MAR 18-19, 2019)
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The Public Advisory Group (PAG) is interested in a variety of alternatives. Based on the Minot Workshop,
the PAG hopes the alternatives investigated will lead to reduced flooding of lands or businesses
(particularly in rural areas); they understand significant activities have been undertaken to reduce urban
and community flooding, particularly in Minot. They are concerned about finding ways to reduce rural
flood risk as well. The PAG is also concerned about water supply – how river operations affect water
availability for users during non-flood periods of time. They desire flood mitigation that may be caused
from high runoff events or high reservoir releases throughout different times of the year. The PAG is
concerned about flood protection during high summer rain runoff events like 2011. The PAG is also
concerned about how apportionment rules (especially at the Saskatchewan border) may impact flow
and water availability in dry years. They expressed concerns about existing drainage practices, and its
risks and impacts to land use and river flows. The PAG is also concerned about future climate change
and how this may impact river flow variability and land use. The PAG brainstormed a list of alternatives
to be investigated. Once the list was developed, they voted on those they viewed being more
important.


TOP-RANKED ALTERNATIVES TO INVESTIGATE
o Higher winter flows
 to sustain river systems and allow for more spring flood storage
o Increased landscape storage
 largely to reduce flood risk downstream
o Investigate change to drawdown and timing
 to explore different flow operations to reduce spring or summer flood risk, and
to consider improving ecological flows in dry periods



MIDDLE-RANKED ALTERNATIVES TO INVESTIGATE
o Higher minimum river flows
 for water quality and environmental improvements
 consider the impact of the tributaries on reservoir operations; the tributaries
may also link with off-stream storage.
o Include rainfall forecasts and antecedent conditions in flood operations
 to allow flexibility in operational decisions based on how wet or dry the basin
conditions may be
o Additional storage on river
 to reduce flood risk (this may include additional reservoir storage)



BOTTOM-RANKED ALTERNATIVES TO INVESTIGATE
o During summer rainfall events, reduce duration of high flows in agricultural areas
 to reduce risk of flooding agricultural and riparian zones
o Raise Rafferty and Grant Devine
 to reduce flood risk with increased storage and achieve a slower, smaller
constant release
o Increase capacity of dams
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o

to reduce flood risk with more water storage capacity
Dredging of reservoirs and channels may also reduce flooding of riparian and
agricultural lands
Increased storage on Des Lacs River
 to reduce downstream flood risk

Stakeholders understand that some alternatives may be out-of-scope to the study (e.g. physical or
landscape changes with increased water storage). However, the ideas suggested were developed as
possible interests for future considerations.

The critical role of Communications
The PAG representatives emphasized that communication is a key requirement. For example, when
river flows change, when water is released from upstream reservoirs, or when high water conditions
are expected within any river reach, all of the rural and urban stakeholders need to be made aware
of the river flow conditions and possible risks and impacts. This is of particular concern when
streambank overflow may occur, whether caused by natural flow conditions or reservoir releases.

ALTERNATIVES SUGGESTED BY THE RESOURCE AGENCY ADVISORY GROUP (MINOT MAR 19-20, 2019)
The RAAG suggested a variety of alternatives, largely focused on flexible river operations. Most of the
alternatives were driven by flood protection interests and operational improvements for terrestrial and
aquatic ecosystem enhancement. Once the list of alternatives was compiled, RAAG members voted on
those they deemed most important for consideration in the study.


TOP-RANKED ALTERNATIVES TO INVESTIGATE
o Drawdown levels and timing
 to investigate different reservoir operations based on antecedent conditions
(dry/wet cycles or periods)
o Operating plan flexibility for different scenarios and operations
 to be able to adjust operations based on actual conditions (near-term
conditions)
o Data/triggers to switch operations
 to try to identify when operations may need to change or shift from a wet
period to a dry period



MIDDLE-RANKED ALTERNATIVES TO INVESTIGATE
o Revisiting target flows
 Investigate and evaluate the 1989 target flows
o Revisiting target flows/drawdown levels and timing
 Investigate different options to the 1989 agreement
o Overland Storage
 Increase storage on the landscape
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o
o



Split operations into flood and non-flood operation years
 Different operational rules for type of year
Storage on the Des Lacs River
 Consider if the Des Lacs River can store more water to reduce flood risk

BOTTOM-RANKED ALTERNATIVES TO INVESTIGATE
o Look at increasing flows Nov. 1 up to 1000 cfs
 A specific target change
o Raise dams
 For increased reservoir storage
o Lower levels at dams
 Changing levels to allow greater spring runoff storage
o Variable release rates
 To allow flexible decision-making to improve flood protection or water supply
management
o Water supply based on current conditions
 Make operational decisions in consideration of risks of wet or dry conditions
o Flexibility in Feb. 1 target
 Allow for a different target date
o Pass higher flows earlier during flood operations, when feasible
 To allow for longer duration of lower flow to reduce peak runoff risks
o 500 cfs June 1-Nov. 1
 To allow for more river flow in summer for ecological benefits
o Winter releases up to 1000 cfs, when feasible
 To reduce risk of spring runoff risks

The RAAG also expressed that Communications of flow, flood risk and water supply conditions is
critical for all stakeholders.

ALTERNATIVES SUGGESTED BY THE COMBINED PAG/RAAG GROUPS (ESTEVAN APR 29, 2019)
A combined PAG and RAAG workshop was held in Estevan to brainstorm additional ideas for operational
alternatives. This workshop allowed broader regional representation of both groups. Some who
attended the Minot workshop also participated by conference link.
Stakeholders suggested some additional alternatives listed as follows:




Need to look at the operational issues at J. Clark Salyer
o Fish kills
o Off-site watering
Apportionment between North Dakota and Manitoba
o Concern about low or no flow
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Increase reservoir capacity
o to improve water supply and flood control concerns in Saskatchewan
Addition of a North Dakota reservoir
Increase landscape storage
Take flow from tributaries into consideration for reservoir operations
o While currently considered, there is a perception that improvements are needed to
account for tributary impacts

The Estevan workshop was conducted in a shorter time period. After identifying some “new”
alternatives ideas (above), the participants were presented with the Minot RAAG Alternatives (these
were randomly organized so the Estevan participants did not know how the alternatives were ranked in
Minot). Those present in Estevan voted on the full list to identify priorities. The Estevan PAG/RAAG
attendees ranked the alternatives as follows.


TOP-RANKED ALTERNATIVES TO INVESTIGATE
 Need to look at the operational issues at J. Clark Salyer
o Fish kills
o Off-site watering
 Increase Reservoir Capacity
o to improve water supply and flood control in Saskatchewan
 Apportionment between North Dakota and Manitoba
o Concern about low or no flow
 Operational flexibility
o operate differently based on current conditions
 Data/triggers to switch operations
 Addition of a North Dakota reservoir



MIDDLE-RANKED ALTERNATIVES TO INVESTIGATE
 Take flow from Tributaries into consideration for reservoir operations
o This is already being considered, but there may be room for improvements
 Revisiting target flows/drawdown levels and timing
 Water supply based on current conditions
 Flexibility in Feb 1st target
 Split operations into flood and non-flood years
 Drawdown levels and timing
o investigate wet/dry cycles
 Higher minimum flows for water quality and environment
o Consider impact of tributaries in reservoir operations
o Tributaries can be linked with off stream storage
 Raise Rafferty and Grant Devine with a constant release
 Increased landscape storage
 Additional storage on river
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BOTTOM-RANKED PRIORITIES TO INVESTIGATE
 Higher winter flows
 Include rainfall forecasts and antecedent conditions in flood control operations
 Increase capacity of dams (dredging)
 Reduce high flows duration for summer rainfall events
 Increased storage on the Des Lacs River
 Investigate changes to drawdown and timing
 Revisiting target flows
 Look at increasing flows – Nov 1st up to 1000cfs
 Raise dams
 Overland storage
 Lower levels at dams
 Variable release dates
 Storage at Des Lacs
 Pass higher flows earlier during flood operations, when feasible
 500cfs June 1 – Nov 1
 Winter releases up to 1000cfs when feasible

The Estevan ranking of alternatives differs from the Minot ranking.
The critical role of communication was again emphasized. Communication mechanisms are
needed so stakeholders understand anticipated or forecasted flow conditions.

ANTICIPATED NEXT STEPS
The Study Board is considering the suggestions stakeholders provided at the workshops. Input from
the workshops is being used to form study alternatives that will be modeled and compared to the
1989 Operating Agreement. The Study Board anticipates hosting another workshop at the end of
July 2019. Information will be provided on the modeled alternatives and their effects.
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The following is a list on suggested operational alternatives for Phase 3 with corresponding alternatives
or notes in bold. This list was compiled following the Minot and Estevan Public Advisory Group and
Resource Agency Group workshops leading up to Phase 3.

ALTERNATIVES SUGGESTED BY THE PUBLIC ADVISORY GROUP (MINOT MAR 18-19, 2019)
TOP-RANKED ALTERNATIVES TO INVESTIGATE
o
o
o
o

Higher winter flows Apportionment between North Dakota and Manitoba (Alternatives 310)
Concern about low or no flow (Alternative 310)
 to sustain river systems and allow for more spring flood storage
Increased landscape storage (Out of Project Scope)
 largely to reduce flood risk downstream
Investigate change to drawdown and timing (Alternatives 308 and 310)
 to explore different flow operations to reduce spring or summer flood risk, and to
consider improving ecological flows in dry periods

MIDDLE-RANKED ALTERNATIVES TO INVESTIGATE
o

o
o

Higher minimum river flows (Alternative 310)
 for water quality and environmental improvements
 consider the impact of the tributaries on reservoir operations; the tributaries may also
link with off-stream storage
Include rainfall forecasts and antecedent conditions in flood operations (Alternative 307)
 to allow flexibility in operational decisions based on how wet or dry the basin
conditions may be
Additional storage on river (Out of Project Scope)
 to reduce flood risk (this may include additional reservoir storage)

BOTTOM-RANKED ALTERNATIVES TO INVESTIGATE
o
o
o

o

During summer rainfall events, reduce duration of high flows in agricultural areas (Alt. 303)
 to reduce risk of flooding agricultural and riparian zones
Raise Rafferty and Grant Devine (Limited by Time/Resources)
 to reduce flood risk with increased storage and achieve a slower, smaller constant
release
Increase capacity of dams (Limited by Time/Resources)
 to reduce flood risk with more water storage capacity
 Dredging of reservoirs and channels may also reduce flooding of riparian and
agricultural lands
Increased storage on Des Lacs River (Out of Project Scope)
 to reduce downstream flood risk

ALTERNATIVES SUGGESTED BY THE RESOURCE AGENCY ADVISORY GROUP (MINOT MAR 19-20, 2019)
TOP-RANKED ALTERNATIVES TO INVESTIGATE
o
o
o

Drawdown levels and timing (Alternative 308)
 to investigate different reservoir operations based on antecedent conditions (dry/wet
cycles or periods)
Operating plan flexibility for different scenarios and operations (Alternative 307)
 to be able to adjust operations based on actual conditions (near-term conditions)
Data/triggers to switch operations (Alternative 307)
 to try to identify when operations may need to change or shift from a wet period to a
dry period

MIDDLE-RANKED ALTERNATIVES TO INVESTIGATE
o
o
o
o
o

Revisiting target flows (Alternative 312)
 Investigate and evaluate the 1989 target flows
Revisiting target flows/drawdown levels and timing (Alternatives 308 and 312)
 Investigate different options to the 1989 agreement
Overland Storage (Out of Project Scope)
 Increase storage on the landscape
Split operations into flood and non-flood operation years (Alternative 307)
 Different operational rules for type of year
Storage on the Des Lacs River (Out of Project Scope)
 Consider if the Des Lacs River can store more water to reduce flood risk

BOTTOM-RANKED ALTERNATIVES TO INVESTIGATE
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Look at increasing flows Nov. 1 up to 1000 cfs (Alternative 401)
 A specific target change
Raise dams (Limited by Time/Resources)
 For increased reservoir storage
Lower levels at dams (Phase 2 Alternative 1; Alternative 308)
 Changing levels to allow greater spring runoff storage
Variable release rates (Cannot Be Modeled)
 To allow flexible decision-making to improve flood protection or water supply
management
Water supply based on current conditions (Alternative 307)
 Make operational decisions in consideration of risks of wet or dry conditions
Flexibility in Feb. 1 target (Alternative 311; All Phase 4 Alternatives)
 Allow for a different target date
Pass higher flows earlier during flood operations, when feasible (Alternative 312)
 To allow for longer duration of lower flow to reduce peak runoff risks
500 cfs June 1 – November 1 (Alternative 310; Not Physically Possible)
 To allow for more river flow in summer for ecological benefits
Winter releases up to 1000 cfs, when feasible (Alternative 311; Alternative 401)

ALTERNATIVES SUGGESTED BY THE COMBINED PAG/RAAG GROUPS (ESTEVAN APR 29, 2019)
Stakeholders suggested some additional alternatives as follows:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Need to look at the operational issues at J. Clark Salyer (Out of Project Scope)
o Fish kills
o Off-site watering
Apportionment between North Dakota and Manitoba (Alternative 310)
o Concern about low or no flow
Increase reservoir capacity (Limited by Time/Resources)
o To improve water supply and flood control concerns in Saskatchewan
Addition of a North Dakota reservoir (Out of Project Scope)
Increase landscape storage (Out of Project Scope)
Take flow from tributaries into consideration for reservoir operations (Alternative 303)
o While currently considered, there is a perception that improvements are needed to
account for tributary impacts

TOP-RANKED ALTERNATIVES TO INVESTIGATE
o
o
o
o
o
o

Need to look at the operational issues at J. Clark Salyer (Out of Project Scope)
 Fish kills
 Off-site watering
Increase reservoir capacity (Limited by Time/Resources)
 To improve water supply and flood control concerns in Saskatchewan
Apportionment between North Dakota and Manitoba (Alternative 310)
 Concern about low or no flow
Operational flexibility (Alternative 307)
 Operate differently based on current conditions
Data/Triggers to switch operations (Alternative 307)
Addition of North Dakota reservoir (Out of Project Scope)

MIDDLE-RANKED ALTERNATIVES TO INVESTIGATE
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Take flow from tributaries into consideration for reservoir operations (Implicit in the Model)
 This is already being considered, but there may be room for improvements
Revisiting target flows/drawdown levels and timing (Alternatives 308 and 312)
Water supply based on current conditions (Alternatives 307)
Flexibility in Feb 1st Target (Alternative 311; All Phase 4 Alternatives)
Split operations into flood and non-flood years (Alternative 307)
Drawdown levels and timing (Alternatives 307 and 308)
 Investigate wet/dry cycles
Higher minimum flows for water quality and environment (Alternative 310)
 Consider impact of tributaries in reservoir operations
 Tributaries can be linked with off stream storage
Raise Rafferty and Grant Devine with a constant release (Phase 2 Alternative 1)
Increased landscape storage (Out of Project Scope)
Additional storage on river (Out of Project Scope)

BOTTOM-RANKED ALTERNATIVES TO INVESTIGATE
o

Higher winter flows (Alternative 401)

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Include capacity of dams (dredging) (Limited by Time/Resources)
Reduce high flows duration for summer rainfall events (Alternatives 303, 305, and 608)
Increased storage on the Des Lacs River (Out of Project Scope)
Investigate changes to drawdown and timing (Alternatives 307 and 308)
Revisiting target flows (Alternative 312)
Look at increasing flows – Nov 1st up to 1000 cfs (Alternative 401)
Raise dams (Limited by Time/Resources)
Overland storage (Out of Project Scope)
Lower levels at dams (Phase 2 Alternative 1; Alternative 308)
Variable release dates (Limited by Time/Resources)
Storage at Des Lacs (Out of Project Scope)
Pass higher flows earlier during flood operations, when feasible (Alternative 312)
500 cfs June 1 – Nov 1 (Alternative 310; Not Feasible)
Winter releases up to 1000 cfs, when feasible (Alternative 401)

